GAMMA – Intelligent operation tool for Temenos T24™
How do You...

...reduce detection time, keep your Temenos T24™ system secure, avoid the manual mistakes and meet the SLAs?

GAMMA helps You by...
✓ detecting any Temenos T24™ issues before your customers do
✓ real-time monitoring of Temenos T24™ internal components, interfaces, databases and operating systems
✓ launching all the COB processes directly from GAMMA frontend and automate the pre-COB and post-COB tasks
✓ assessing the business impact of a Temenos T24™ failure
✓ detecting and managing COB performance issues
✓ presenting operational information to management
✓ providing you with an operator dashboard, enabling you to run OS, TAFC and Temenos T24™ commands directly from GAMMA without needing jShell access
About Us...

ABRIS provides its bank clients with end-to-end services. Our team has executed countless application management, product development, IT support and consultancy mandates over the years, with a track record of 100% client satisfaction.

The key to ABRIS’s success lies in the continuous and purposeful development of its own and its partners’ products, as well as in the related maintenance and support services we provide. We intend to offer these solutions to clients across an increasingly broad geographical area.

Drawing on the many years of experience of our highly qualified professionals, we place great emphasis on developing our own products with the aim of contributing to the competitiveness and profitability of our clients’ businesses.

Our products are designed to adjust dynamically to the ever-changing requirements of the financial sector as well as its broader environment, and can be tailored to meet the specific needs of our clients.

About GAMMA...

GAMMA is an intelligent IT monitoring and management tool for Temenos T24™. GAMMA supports IT operations to ensure high availability of T24 services, full business continuity and the achievement of service-level objectives through real-time monitoring of business operations based on Temenos T24™. By the automization of manual tasks, GAMMA enables to avoid human mistakes and accelerates the duration processes.

Our clients require more than just a general monitoring tool – they need an application-specific, intelligent monitoring application built on deep Temenos T24™ knowledge and experience. Our solution enables the various persons involved in IT operations (CIO, COO, operators and system administrators) to be proactive, allowing them to monitor the systems on a real-time basis, and to intervene effectively and in time, before end-users experience any problems.

GAMMA does not simply display problems – it automatically classifies any issues that may arise, and assesses their likely impact on the business.

Real-time monitoring of Temenos T24™...
Controller Manager is designed to support IT operators in the conduct of their day-to-day tasks, and to check and follow-up on such tasks. Automated tasks run automatically and safely. Typically, a user can perform specific daily IT operating tasks, COB preparation tasks, COB, and COB follow-up tasks in parallel and in several environments using GAMMA, either manually or automatically.

Remote Configurator allows operators to run Temenos T24™ and TAFC-level commands directly from GAMMA without going to Temenos T24™. The aim is to give operators access only to a GAMMA view and not to Temenos T24™ and application servers.

Please visit our product website at gammafort24.com.
Our Clients...